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Announcements 

Assignment 3 due Tue, Feb 24 at 11:59pm 
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Happy New Year! 恭喜發財！ 

• May all your code 
compile on the 
first try. 

 

• May you never 
forget or add an 
extra semi-colon. 

 

• May your loops 
terminate. 
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Outline 

Review 

static vs. non-static: methods AND properties 

private vs public; getters and setters 
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Warm-Up Questions 

1. What is the difference between a class and 
an object? 

2. What is a field? What is the difference 
between a field and a variable? How do you 
declare one? 

3. What is a constructor? What is the syntax for 
defining a constructor? 
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Writing the Blueprint 
public class ClassName { 

  // some data declared here 

  private <type> <field_name>; 

  public ClassName() { 

    // constructor 

  } 

  // declare other methods 

} 
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Data 
 
Method to create object 
 
 
Other methods 

ClassName.java 



Exercise 

Write a class, Deck, to represent a deck of cards. 
It should support: 

• Having an array of Card objects 

• Shuffling the cards: 

import java.util.*; 

Collections.shuffle(Arrays.asList(array)); 

• Drawing the cards, one at a time, and printing 
the value of the card (the suit and number) 
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Keywords 

Let's look at these keywords in more detail: 
static 

private 

public 
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static 

Methods and data members of classes can be 
associated with the entire class, rather than 
instances of classes. 

In this case, they are static: 
public static void main(String[] args) 

static final int STORE1 = 0; 

Calling methods/referring to data: 
double result = Math.pow(2.0, 4.0); 

double area = Math.PI * r * r; 
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A Comparison 
static non-static 

Associated with entire class (one per class) instance of a class (one 
per object/instance) 

How to call 
(methods) from 
outside of the class 

ClassName.methodName() obj.methodName() 

How to reference 
(data) from outside 
of the class 

ClassName.varName obj.varName 

Can it access the 
(non-static) fields 
belonging to this 
object? 

No Yes 
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What is Externally Visible? 

We now have multiple files/classes, each with 
their own data and methods. 

We must decide: 
What should be visible OUTSIDE of the class? 

Should all methods be usable? 

Should all data be usable? 
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private 

The method or variable that comes after is only 
visible within the class. 

private void methodName() { 

  // some code 

} 

 

private int dontTouchMe; 
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public 

The method or variable that comes after is 
visible everywhere. 

public static void main() { 

} 

 

public double everyoneCanSeeMe; 
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Why So Shy? 

The idea behind private is to figure out what 
someone using your class needs to know about 
your object. 

• Easier to debug and change; reduces 
unnecessary complexity 

Rule of thumb: Make all the fields private 
• Write public methods to control which fields you 

can access and change 
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Getters 

A getter is a method the returns the value of a 
field. 
public class Student { 

  private int studentID = 123456789; 

  public int getStudentID() { 

    return this.studentID; 

  } 

  // constructor, other methods omitted 

} 
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Setters 

A setter is a method that sets the value of a 
field. 
public class Student { 

  private int studentID = 123456789; 

  public void setStudentID(int newId) { 

    this.studentID = newId; 

  } 

  // other methods omitted 

} 
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Controlling Access 

Control access to private fields by deciding 
which fields have getters and setters associated 
with them. 

• e.g., if there is no getter for the studentID field, 
then only code from within the Student class can 
access the studentID. 
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Chinese New Year 

Chinese kids get money in red envelopes (lai 
see, 利是) from their parents, relatives, and 
other adults for CNY. 
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Exercise 

Write these two classes: 
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GreedyKid 
GreedyKid(String name) 
askForMoney(Relative r) 
• Reduces r's money by half, giving 

it to this kid. 
getWealthiest(GreedyKid[] kids) 
• Static method: prints the name 

of the richest kid. 
getMoney() 
setMoney() 
getName() 
getTotalEarnings() 
• Static method 

Relative 
Relative(String name, double 
money) 
• Starting money specified 
getMoney() 
setMoney() 
getName() 
 

Tasks: 
1. Figure out what fields are needed. 
2. Write code to simulate what relatives you have, 
how rich they are, and who you and your siblings 
ask for money from. 
3. Also, keep track of the TOTAL earnings from ALL 
of the GreedyKids. 


